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About This Game

"It’s a story about guilt, sacrifice and the love of wildlife…"

Deer Man is a short Interactive storytelling experience. In the winters of 2015, 5d3b920ae0
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Beautiful game.. Short Story. Buy only if you want to hear a short story about some guy who loves nature.. It's a nicely narrated,
short little story, about "wild life". It's a very silent game with an o.k. art style (it looks quite nice but it's simply black and white,
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that's not impressive to me) and a calming soundtrack. Though it seemed nice at first, the enviroment does feel rather empty to
me (I understand, that it's probably supposed to, but I still didn't like it. There could've at least been more sound effects). Also,
by saying that the game is nicely narrated, I mean, that the narrator does a good job, but the script and the story seems a little
cliche to me. Also, you can't change the controls, especially if the developers placed the "interact"-button on x. Which is really
awkward. I'm not sure wether I should recommend this game or not. It manages to feel empty and lacking, though it is a really
short game. I won't play it again, but I think it's worth buying it (2 bucks is really cheap) and playing it once.. Good Game Good
Story. Deer Man Aproves.. After about 2 minutes of play the game bugged out. Talking queues/event triggers etc. didn't happen
correctly. I will not go into detail as it could potentially spoil the game, but basically I was 1 step behind. Example: A. Pick up
pen>correct event trigger happens. B. Walk outside and pick up an antler>no trigger. C. Discover something new>plays the
audio event from A. D. Discover another antler>plays audio event that I presume was the trigger that should have happened on
C. (Some of these things like example A doesn't happen in the game, they are examples to avoid spoilers) Aside from bugs, if
you play with 2(or more) monitors your mouse will go off screen onto the other monitor(s). The game seems to open from
whatever monitor you open it on, not your actual main monitor. So say you have Steam on the monitor to your left and the main
monitor infront of you, it will open on the left monitor if you open it from Steam on the left monitor, and there's no real options
menu so there's nothing to do about this, enjoy the neck cramps. Options menu are just horrible. The game looks nice, nice
voice acting. I looked forward to play it but I will hold off until I see an update happens as I can't bare to play a game with the
issues listed above. This is a halfreview and I will re-do it and do a proper review if an update comes fixing the things(or at least
most of them) I listed above. Developer actually added me on Steam to advertise the game a couple months back, I am a fan of
games similar to this so I was really looking forward to it. Sad to see it filled with bugs and virtually no options menu. Edit: It's
been 2 years now and still no proper update fixing all the broken things. -September, 2018.. You're wrong if you think this is
anything near being a puzzle game. It's not. It is a short but powerful story about a hunter that dedicated his life to wildlife.
Instead of rolling the frames, you're given a limited amount of freedom to decide where to go. While the story cuts down very
early, I think you should jump into this game with the knowledge that it is more a call to action on its subject rather than being a
'game'. It's a interactive narrative experience, and for that it succeeds well at its low price.

Big update on the way! : Hello Everyone, We are happy to be here with our first title on Steam and we hope you like our short
interactive storytelling experience. Moving forward, we would like to let you know about our plans for the next weeks big
update: In next weeks update Deer Man will have: Mac & Linux Build Achievements & Trading Cards Chinese, German,
Russian ( UI / Subtitles - Language Support) HTC Vive (VR Headset Support) DLC Official Soundtrack by Mahesh Raghvan
We really hope that you will enjoy the experience and looking forward to have your feedback. If you find any bugs, please
report them at redmountmediagmail.com Thank you and enjoy the experience! Red Mount Media [redmountmedia.com]. Deer
Man now available in Chinese & Russian + Achievements! : Hello Guys, We are happy to announce 'Deer Man' is now available
in the following languages: Chinese: User Interface + Subtitles Russian: User Interface + Subtitles English: Full Audio + User
Interface + Subtitles And. 4 Achievements to unlock! We hope you enjoy the game and have fun, Team Red Note: Please if you
find any bugs report at helloredmountmedia.com. Ellen - 2D Pixel Art Horror Game : Hello Guys, As you know I have been
away for about 2 years but all this time I have been working on my next big project with a super talented team. I would like to
introduce you to my next project: Ellen is now live on Steam! This is a significant jump from Deer Man and I hope that you will
like the game. Ellen is now 40% off on Steam and will go back to it's original price $9.99 after one week. Time to get it and
have a spooky weekend ^^ I'm happy to speak with you all whenever you have time, say Hello! P.S.. Your opinion matters! :
Hello Guys, It's been a while since we launched Deer Man. It was our first storytelling game, we did try our best to make it as
exciting as possible. We would like to thank you for buying the game, playing the game and supporting us with your feedback.
We got super strong criticism and honest opinion about Deer Man, as you know making an indie game with the lowest budget
possible, it isn't easy and we did work about 9 - 10 months on Deer Man before it was finally released. We would like to know
from you: What mistake do you think we can avoid in your next game? Please help us focus on our mistakes by pointing them
out and we would like to make sure, we never do crazy mistakes again. In few weeks, we will announce our next project which
already has been under development since 10 months :D Thank you, Team Red Red Mouont Media
[www.redmountmedia.com]. Deer Man in Chinese & Russian (UI + Subtitles) : Hello Guys, We are happy to let you know, in
next few days Deer Man will be available in both Chinese & Russian language. We have been working hard for the past few
days to have the whole UI (User Interface) & the Subtitles in both Chinese & Russian. Screenshots / Chinese: Menu
[i.imgsafe.org] In-Game [i.imgsafe.org] Screenshots / Russian: Menu [i.imgsafe.org] In-Game [i.imgsafe.org] There are some
last minute touches to be done, also after hearing the people who bought the game and taking their suggestion into consideration
we are doing few fixes in the game too. We will let you know as the new update goes live! That is all for now and can't wait to
announce the new update. We are always looking forward to hear from ya'll so that we have the best of experience for the
players.
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